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Abstract. The Articles describing the condition in Aleppo in 2016 were 

accompanied by pictures taken at the war zones and the caption: “Aleppo: “A 
Complete Meltdown of Humanity” [3]. Nearly every day we get information about 
similar processes around the world. Thinking about the motive behind the fabrication 
of the past, Orwell’s character wonders: “I understand how: I do not understand 
why” [2, p.80] and it has become the expression of the puzzlement we often 
experience coming across such absurdly inhuman and inexplicable conditions of 
modern times. George Orwell created a detailed vision of a dystopian world with 
such precision that analyzing a hopeless humanity collapse or totalitarian regime we 
call it “Orwellian”. So, what if we are already drawing near an Orwellian world? 
Why have we come to this point? Fiction is a cultural product, however, analyzed in 
detail they can pose warning, even some clue to prevent disasters. 

This article explores the narrative construction of dystopia in George Orwell’s 
“Nineteen Eighty-Four”. In general, Orwell’s dystopian setting is constituted by the 
portrayal of lie and fear. These two deep-rooted instruments of dystopia are built 
upon the mechanism that controls memories, feelings, and emotions through rituals 
and contradictions. The descriptions of people and places are of physical or mental, 
psychological character. We examine the narrative construction of this physical and 
mental dystopian environment through the analysis of some characters and the 
political, social atmosphere they are surrounded by. 

Setting the Tone of the Story. The novel starts with a description of an 
ordinary spring morning. It bears a dubious tone and sets an uneasy atmosphere. The 
choice of words is important. Winston’s apartment is at “Victory Mansions”. 
However, this place has no sign of triumph or success. The lift never works, the 
hallway smells of “boiled cabbage and old rag mats”. As Winston enters the 
hallway of the building he is followed by “gritty dust”. It seems both the outside and 
inside of the apartment are equally unpleasant. Inside, the first thing to see is an 
enormous poster that depicts a man’s face. This is the face we will encounter 
throughout the story, his presence will hang around wherever one goes, his eyes 
follow everybody on coins, stamps, covers of books, banners, posters, cigarette 
packets-on everything. We learn that electricity is cut as a part of the economic 
preparation for the “Hate Week”. As Winston, suffering from the pain of a varicose 
ulcer, goes up the stairs to his apartment the eyes follow him. The caption reads “Big 
brother is Watching You”.  

mailto:mhacieva@hotmail.com
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Winston’s flat has quite an unwelcoming mood. There is a constant voice 
coming through the metal board stuck to the wall which can never be completely 
shut off. The view from the window is equally depressive. The city outside has no 
colours. Looking out of the window Winston sees two huge posters-one with the 
man’s face and another with a single word: “INGSOC” (English Socialism). 
Winston can read the Party slogans written on the concrete wall of his workplace, 
the Ministry of Truth: “War is peace. Freedom is slavery. Ignorance is strength.”  

This building stands over the rubbles of the city and can easily be seen from 
the window of Winston’s apartment. Altogether there are four such buildings: the 
Ministry of Truth (that administers news, entertainment and education), the Ministry 
of Peace (that administers affairs of war), the ministry of Love (that administers law 
and order) and the Ministry of Plenty (that administers economic affairs). The 
rubbles we see are actually whatever remains of the city of London which is now the 
main city of Airstrip One. It is the third most densely populated city of Oceania. 

Outside, a Police patrol in helicopters investigates every window. Inside his 
apartment, Winston is as unsafe as in the street. His every thought, his every move is 
being watched. He is in constant fear of “Thought Police”. Winston tries not to face 
the metal board - the telescreen. The only safe way to face it is by wearing “the 
expression of quiet optimism” [2, p.6].  

The food is hardly edible. Nitric acid-like “Victory Gin” is so horrible to drink 
that Winston has to “nerve himself for a shock” [2, p.6] before gulping it down. 
However, it helps Winston to calm down a little bit. He takes “Victory cigarettes” 
and sets about to commit a crime: he chooses the corner that is unseen by the 
telescreen and takes out a book and a pen, he intends to write a diary.  

The society Winston lives in consists of Party members (Outer Party and 
Inner Party) and proles. Everybody is a potential agent of the Thought Police. 
People are not safe with their own family. Winston’s neighbour and co-worker Mr 
Parson who is introduced to us as “a fattish but active man of paralyzing stupidity” 
[2, p.22] is always proud of his children’s’ zeal to uncover traitors. The Parsons, 
with the father who is “one of those completely unquestioning, devoted drudges” and 
is one of the most active members to organize any community activities, with the 
mother who is in a constant fear of being denoted as a thought criminal by her 
children, with the children who love watching public hangings, who have passion to 
set an example as young activists, “...tiger cubs which will grow up into man-eater” 
[2, p.24], is a fine example of a family structure in this dystopian world. They live in 
a filthy apartment at the “Victory Mansions”, the old block of flats that are falling 
into pieces. It is at this flat that Winston is targeted by the children as a traitor just 
after thinking of thoughtcrime and cannot but agree with the children’s suspicion.  

In this way, the beginning already sets the tone of the story. We are in a 
distressing world controlled through lie and fear. Just as the apartment and food 
contradict their names, the slogans, news about development and victory contradict 
the actual state of affairs. “The only evidence to the contrary was the mute protest in 
your bones, the instinctive feeling that the conditions you lived in were intolerable 
and that at some other time they must have been different” [2, p.74]. So, the 
dystopian world is not a natural condition, it is constructed in part by a regime 
of political dictatorship and in part by a community deprived of basic human senses. 

Rituals and Ceremonies to Instill Fear and Lie. “Nothing was your own 
except the few cubic centimetres inside your skull” [2, p.27]. The whole system 
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works to control this tiny space. It is done by instilling fear or blind devotion 
through the lie. One of the ways to achieve it is collective activities and rituals.  

The telescreen struck to every wall has an inevitable effect. It gives military 
music, news about the frontier, the Party’s success in different fields nonstop. Every 
morning it commands people to stand up in front of the screen for morning exercise-
Physical Jerks “..wearing the look of grim enjoyment” [2, p.33], The telescreen does 
not only perform but also scrutinize. No one is safe from its gaze. Every move, 
every impression on the face can give one away. “To keep your face expressionless 
was not difficult, and even your breathing could be controlled, with an effort: but 
you could not control the beating of your heart, and the telescreen was quite 
delicate enough to pick it up” [2, p.79]. Just like thoughtcrime, there was face 
crime as well. 

Rituals are held to strengthen the ideology. Every day before the work starts, 
Winston attends “Two Minutes Hate”. This is where O’Brien and Julia are presented 
to us. Winston has a special dislike for Julia. With her youth energy, beauty, swift 
moves and emblem of the Junior Anti-Sex League she seems to be a fine example of 
a clean-minded, devoted party member. O'Brien, who holds an important post and is 
a member of the Inner Party, on the other hand, provokes sympathy and hope. 

Once a month war prisoners are hanged publicly. The Party organizes an 
endless line of processions, demonstrations, community hikes, and volunteer 
activities. In this way, the regime controls all parts of life. Party members cannot 
have spare time. Work, leisure time, appearance, food, thought even past and future 
are controlled. In Newspeak, there is a word “Ownlife’ that means individualism and 
Winston’s passion for it take him to walk in alleys by himself where he comes 
across a junk shop and purchases some prohibited ancient stuff, like the copybook 
he uses as a diary. It is the place where he will often have a meeting with Julia and it 
is the place where he will be uncovered and arrested together with her. The owner of 
the shop whom Winston considers one of “..the last link that now existed with the 
vanished world of capitalism’ [2, p.87] will turn out to be an agent 
of Thoughtpolice. It is of no surprise. In this dystopian world, people have one 
uniting factor-Hate. They hate the common enemy and they hate each other. 
However, the worst enemy is “... your own nervous system. At any moment the 
tension inside you was liable to translate itself into some visible symptom” [2, p.64].  

The collective ceremony of Two Minutes Hate turns everyone into a 
grimacing, screaming lunatic. However, in Winston’s example, we see something 
different. His hatred is not totally towards to Goldstein, on the contrary, it is directed 
against Big Brother, the Party and the Thought Police. At the end of the short 
ceremony, people break into chanting which has an especially horrifying effect on 
Winston. The chanting is devoted to big Brother and it follows the hatred to the 
common enemy. Performed collectively, such rituals serve to block common sense 
and common logic to question. Orwell describes it as “..an act of self-hypnosis, a 
deliberate drowning of consciousness…” [2, p.17].  

One of such days, near the end of the ceremony, among the inscrutable faces 
of people Winston suddenly sees O’Brian’s eye. For a fraction of minute, he seems 
to say “I know precisely what you are feeling. I know all about your contempt, your 
hatred, and your disgust. But don’t worry. I am on your side!” [2, p.18]. This is the 
moment that changes Winston’s whole life, encourages him to take the steps he 
probably would not dare to take otherwise. Yet, it is not the whole beginning. If 
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O’Brien is a kind of intellectual awakening, Julia stands for emotional stir. These 
two serve to trigger a dangerous hope that leads Winston to develop his crime 
starting with writing “DOWN WITH BIG BROTHER” on the diary. The crime that 
takes Winston to horrible inquisition centre and finally to the ill-omened Chestnut 
Tree café. What is written makes little difference. Once something is written, once 
something is considered the worst of all crimes – Thoughtcrime is committed. 
“Thoughtcrime was not a thing that could be concealed forever. You might dodge 
successively for a while, even for years, but sooner or later they were bound to get 
you” [2, p.20]. 

Contradictions. “Everything faded into mist. The past was erased the erasure 
was forgotten the lie became truth” [2, p.75]. Comparison of past and present in a 
scale of the Party’s interest helps to establish fantasy about the oppressive capitalist 
regime of past and progressive policy of the Party. In general, a phenomenon can 
prove itself, its virtue by having a contradicting opposition. Michael Foucault wrote, 
“What makes the presence and control of the police tolerable for the population, if 
not fear of the criminal? This institution of the police, which is so recent and so 
oppressive, is only justified by that fear. If we accept the presence in our midst of 
these uniformed men, who have the exclusive right to carry arms, who demand our 
papers, who come and prowl on our doorsteps, how would any of this be possible if 
there were no criminals?” [1, p.47]. To confirm itself and justify its endless control 
mechanism, The Party needs an enemy. If Big Brother is one end of the regime 
another end is the main enemy- Emmanuel Goldstein, the mysterious person who 
once upon a time was nearly on a level with Big Brother himself. Goldstein is now a 
symbol of treachery, the enemy who dares to mar Party’s clarity. His speech is 
constantly used in Two Minutes Hate. He demands freedom of speech, assembly, 
thought, and peace. These ideas cannot penetrate through the minds of the Party 
members, however, the risk still exists that some, less level-headed people could be 
affected by it. That is why, his exaggerated, hysterical speech is displayed on the 
screen to let the devoted members of the party unleash their hatred on the common 
enemy, to unite in the Hate. The speech is accompanied by the image of marching 
enemy army and the rhythm of their boots is a background of Goldstein’s speech. 
The tension in the room reaches its climax under this pressuring noise and image 
and the audience is swamped with a longing to express their hatred against the 
enemy of the people. There are rumours that Goldstein has an enormous, covered 
army, as very often his agents are uncovered by the Thought Police. He is suspected 
to have Brotherhood, hidden underground community and a book in which he 
expresses his dangerous teachings. It has no title. It is referred to as The 
Book. Goldstein along with the enemy armies explains the importance 
of Thoughtpolice.  

On the other hand, it is easier to scrutinize people during the rituals. They are 
less self- controlled and their mimics, gestures can easily give them away. Within 
the majority, a distinction is easy to spot. Goldstein is not only a means of 
justification but also means of a reveal. Those assuming the illusion 
of Golstain’s secret organization tend to get motivated to think and capacity of 
thinking is an indication of common sense. It is a menacing action and is certainly 
exterminated. Winston is not the only example of it. Syme, who is Winston’s one 
the most devoted and hard-working colleagues, explains the logic behind Newspeak. 
Although quite faithful Syme lacks stupidity, “Zeal was not enough. Orthodoxy was 
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unconsciousness” [2, p.56]. While listening to him Winston oversees the upcoming 
danger and he is not mistaken, not long after Syme too is vaporized as many others 
before and after him. Noone around reacts his absence, soon he is forgotten, he has 
never existed. 

There are two powerful instincts that Party tries to use as weapons: natural 
sexual instinct and family. The first one they keep under control through the females 
whom they start training at a very early age. They grow up to believe that sex is an 
only necessary procedure to continue the human race, to fulfil one of the duties of 
the party by raising more supporters. Hysteria and anger that occur on the 
deprivation of sex can easily be turned against the enemy. Family on the other hands 
is a desirable institution. The children are young spies trained to keep an eye on 
everybody, including their family members.  

Memories, feelings and emotions. “All that was needed was an unending 
series of victories over your memory” [35]. These victories help people like Winston 
survive. This is an act of reality control which is called doublethink. Winston’s 
problem is that he cannot master the art of doublethink. It is an act of keeping 
contradictory thoughts but making yourself believe in the one the Party dictates. It is 
not simply accepting it as truth but making your mind believe in its 
truthiness. Party demands both physical and mental discipline, as “Reality is inside 
the skull” [2, p.267] mind can be controlled just as well as body movements. So, 
when somebody is vaporized you have to not only agree but believe that they never 
existed. If your mind revolts against are, it means you are sick, you cannot control 
your mind. 

The relation between past, present and future, that is, memory is vividly 
underlined in the novel. Memories keep us alive, memories are emotional tie with 
past and people. Memories are teachings, lessons. They can be of personal or 
collective character. Once realized, collective memories, history taught at 
educational institutions may serve to lead the whole generation to a particular 
direction. The Party’s slogan reads “Who controls the past, controls the future: who 
controls the present controls the past” [2, p.35]. In an Orwellian world, memories 
are not only of personal character. Something has happened that lead the way to the 
erosion of the past from memories altogether. One cause can be the atomic bomb 
that had fallen on Colchester. Winston remembers the raid during which his whole 
family had to take shelter in a Tube station along with the people “packed tightly 
together” [2, p.34]. Since that time war is persistently present. The other, more 
harmful cause is the mechanism of the lie. As the records are in a constant alteration 
process, no one remembers fighting against any other force except for the one going 
on at the moment. Usually, there are three groups – Oceania, Eurasia and Eastasia. 
No other countries exist anymore. Oceania can be in alliance with one of them and 
at war with the other. However, the sides keep shifting and no one remembers the 
past events, whatever side is declared an alliance or enemy at present, must be taken 
as a real state of affairs. Winston’s job is to help this. He works at the Records 
Department which is in charge of changing written records. They keep correcting 
records sometimes replacing with another, sometimes deleting altogether from the 
publications or documents and sometimes creating exemplary heroes, however 
usually dead ones. No copy or hint exists to contradict the changed data. They erase 
the names of people who get vaporized as if such people have never existed. 
Winston has difficulty because his memory happens to be not satisfactorily 
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controlled. Only a few people survived who had lived before the revolution but, they 
too were in “complete intellectual surrender” [2, p.87]. He can realize that facts are 
being replaced and he is under any illusion that things can still be changed. It makes 
him stand alone in the mass. “Was he, then, alone in the possession of a 
memory?” [2, p.59]. Maybe that is why Orwell’s original title of the novel was “The 
Last Man in Europe”. Winston is the last man capable to remember, realize and 
analyze. These are the dangerous qualities that end his days at Chesnut Tree café. 
Winston’s contemplation about the physical ugliness of the people around gives us 
another clue. “How easy it was, thought Winston, if you did not look about you, to 
believe that the physical type set by the Party as an ideal…..existed and even 
predominated” [2, p.60]. All the community seems to pass the days without looking 
about. They see everyday objects and each other, however, they do not look. 
Similarly, the city, life conditions, everything around contradicted the lie Party tries 
to instil, “Life, if you looked about you, bore no resemblance not only to the lies that 
streamed out of the telescreens.., but even to the ideals that the Party was trying to 
achieve”, [2, p.74] Orwell seems to underline that there is no totalitarian regime 
worse than a society deprived of ability to look, deprived of all basic human senses.  

Personally, Winston remembers very little of his childhood, his family. He is 
aware that in some way his mother and his little sister sacrificed themselves so that 
Winston could live. However, only after getting closer to Julia his memories open 
the pages to remind him the time when Winston took the last piece of food from his 
sister, ran out leaving her screaming and their mother in grief. When he returned 
home they had disappeared, were simply gone, probably vaporized. Orwell indicates 
a special tie between feelings, emotions and memories. As long as we remember we 
feel and as long as we feel we are enveloped emotionally, in other words, we are 
humans. 

Once you fear and betray your memories, feelings and emotions the world 
becomes an enormous void. This is the dystopia. “Tragedy, he perceived, belonged 
to the ancient time, to a time when there was still privacy, love and friendship, and 
when the members of a family stood by one another without needing to know the 
reason” [2, p.31]. Comparing the time he called “ancient”, with the time he lives 
Winston thinks that emotions, feelings like love, grace, carelessness, deep sorrow 
are no longer possible. Face expression can give thoughts away that is why every 
feeling is masked under the masks of dictated feelings, like grim enjoyment, love 
and devotion to Party and Big Brother or hatred to the common enemies appropriate 
for the occasion at hand. “No emotion was pure, because everything was mixed up 
with fear and hatred” [2, p.128]. Yet, Winston and Julia dare to risk. Their secret 
meetings, passion for each other and Winston’s political interest bring them to meet 
O’Brien and join the so-called “Brotherhood”.  

Hope. “At the sight of the words “I love you” the desire to stay alive had 
welled up in him, and the taking of minor risks suddenly seemed stupid” [2, p.111]. 

One may be thinking we have come to the turning point which will take us to 
the story of resistance, struggle and freedom. Orwell’s masterpiece is a perfect 
construction of not only the dystopian world but also a dystopian conclusion which 
leaves us with an impression that no matter how hard we fight, the regime built upon 
deep-rooted fear and lie that deprives humanity of hope, memories, feelings and 
emotions is indestructible. In Winston and Julia’s example, no torture breaks them 
down. Realizing they are doomed they often discuss the inevitable end. However, 
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they believe that what matters is to remain human. “They can make you say 
anything-anything-but they can’t make you believe it. They can’t get inside you” [2, 
p.168]. They get completely crushed once they have to betray their memories, 
feelings and emotions becoming one of the mechanically acting bodies under the 
system. “Under the spreading chestnut tree. I sold you and you sold me...” [2, p.77] 
sounds like a hymn of the last men in Europe, the song broken leaders of Revolution 
listened to with tears in their eyes before they got executed. Watching them, 
Winston knew that once caught by Thoughtpolice no one had a chance to live long. 
At the end we see him sitting at the same place, listening to the same song with eyes 
filled with tears. That is how the last man in Europe gets broken and passes his final 
days as one of “…corpses waiting to be sent back to the grave” [2, p.76]. It is not a 
tragedy of an intellectual, it is a tragedy of hope.  

Owning not satisfactorily controlled memory and emotions Winston ventures 
to hope. Hope, the most valuable stimulus is the first destructed power of 
humankind in a dystopian world. Orwell underlines the momentum for the sensible 
humankind in a very subtle way-hope, memory, feelings and emotions.  

In Newspeak, there is a word crimestop which means to stop dangerous, 
contradictory though as soon as it appears. After being beaten, tortured, questioned 
Winston comes to believe in instability of reality. Nothing changes around him, only 
his mind changes which give him completely another outlook. That is the sanity 
the Party demands-intellectual surrender. They do not vaporize anybody with the 
freedom of thought, in this way, they do not give a chance to have unbreakable, 
uncontrollable heroes. The Party, the omnipotent power can crush anyone, there is 
no domain outside their control. It controls both the human mind and body, it 
controls past, present and future, it controls nature. Before being vaporized 
everybody has to accept, believe in and stop questioning this reality. “Power is in 
tearing human minds to pieces and putting them together again in new shapes of 
your choosing” [2, p.269]. 

In this way, the Orwellian world is a desperate society of ignorance in the sea 
of information. Periodicals, newspapers, records and all other kinds of media is 
created nonstop. People, nevertheless, have no idea of and no hope to learn the 
actual condition of events. Written records are being altered, one false information is 
replaced by another, like a palimpsest the history is being rewritten and rewritten 
replacing one fantasy with another all equally forged. The tragedy is when it is 
impossible to differentiate the lie from the truth, even one gives up to try to differ 
and lie is accepted as a natural state.   

“In this game that we are playing, we can’t win. Some kinds of failure are 
better than other kinds, that’s all!” [2, p.137]. Winston, older than Julia is more 
realistic. Although he believes in the existence of some struggle against the Party 
and far, far bright future he comprehends the reality of the things as they stand. He 
realizes that “..from the moment of declaring war on the Party it was better to think 
of yourself as a corpse” [2, p.137]. Julia on the other hand, more practical, young 
and energetic thinks it possible to disagree with the Party’s doctrine and live in your 
secret word. That is why when Winston says,” We are the dead” she answers “We 
are not dead yet” [2, p.137]. It will take a while until Julia too realizes the reality of 
their condition and echoes Winston’s words “We are the dead” to hear the same 
claim from the hidden telescreen in Mr Charrigton’s room. So, we see how hope 
dies. In Winston’s case, it is hope for the existence of struggle in Julia’s it is hope 
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for the possibility of hiding. In any case, it is the death of the hope that puts the 
finishing point. 

Orwell seems to make a slight mockery of the last man in Europe, who takes 
every gesture of O’Brien as a secret message, a clue to the existence of Brotherhood, 
a secret organization of resistance. That is when hope is gone. That is an Orwellian 
world, “If you want a picture of the future, imagine a boot stamping on a human 
face-forever” [2, p.270]. 
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Mahirə Hacıyeva 
Distopiya dünyasının təhkiyədə qurulması 

X ü l a s ə 
 

Yuxarıda qeyd etdiyimiz kimi, bədii ədəbiyyat və bədii filmlər mədəni 
məhsuldur, yəni yaradıcı təxəyyüldən bəhrələnir. Ancaq insan təcrübəsindən kənar 
bir şey yarana bilərmi? Xeyr. Yaradıcı təfəkkür hadisələri və personajları müxtəlif 
çalarlarda rəngləndirə bilər, lakin onlar həmişə reallıqdan, həyatın özündən 
qaynaqlanır. Umberto Ekonun qeyd etdiyi kimi: "Həyatın bədii ədəbiyyatdan daha 
zəngin fantaziya və təxəyyülü var. Berluskoni kimi bir adam uydura bilərdinizmi?" 
Ətrafımızdakı proseslərdən tam xəbərdar olduqda bir distopiya dünyasına, şəxsi 
ambisiyaların üstünlük təşkil etdiyi və əsas insan dəyərlərinin yer dəyişdiyi dünyaya, 
nə qədər yaxın olduğumuzu başa düşürük. 

Oruelin distopiyası  iki əsas özül – yalan və qorxu üzərində qurulur. Rituallar 
diqqətlə müşahidə aparmağa və kollektiv aldanma yaratmağa xidmət edir. Əsas insan 
dəyərlərindən, ailə birliyindən və sağlam düşüncədən məhrum olan cəmiyyətin bir 
ortaq cəhəti var: nifrət. Oruel təkcə distopiya dünyasının necə qurulduğunu deyil, 
niyə bəşəriyyətin bu boşluqla bitdiyini də izah edir. Bu, yalan və qorxu altında 
xatirələr yox edildikdə, məntiq susdurulduqda, hiss və duyğular kütləşdikdə yaranan 
bir boşluqdur. Məqalənin əvvəlində qeyd olunan, distopiyanı gerçəkləşdirən, lakin 
nəzarət altına alıb qarşısını kəsə biləcəyimiz həmin o səbəb də budur.  
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Махира Гаджиева 
Построение мирa дистопий в воображении 

Р е з ю м е 
 

Как мы уже упоминали выше, художественная литература и фильмы 
являются культурными продуктами, то есть продуктами воображения. Однако 
можно ли что-то создать за пределами человеческого опыта? Ответ – нет. 
Творческое воображение может окрашивать события и персонажи в разные 
оттенки, но они всегда происходят из реальности, из самой жизни. Как 
отметил Умберто Эко: «Жизнь имеет больше фантазии и воображения, чем 
вымысел. Мoгли бы вы изобрести такого человека, как Берлускони?» Как 
только мы полностью осознаем происходящее вокруг, мы понимаем, 
насколько мы близки к дистопическому миру. Мир, в котором доминируют 
личные амбиции и основные человеческие ценности, меняется.  

Оруэлловская дистопия строится на двух основных основаниях – лжи и 
страхе. Ритуалы служат генерации коллективного обмана. Общество, 
лишенное основных человеческих ценностей, единства семьи и здравого 
смысла, имеет одну общую черту – ненависть. Оруэлл рассказывает нам не 
только о том, как устроен мир – дистопия, но и о том, почему человечество 
заканчивается этим небытием. Это пустота, когда ложью и страхами 
воспоминания уничтожаются, логика заглушается, а наши эмоции и чувства 
переполняются. Это и есть причина дистопии, которая отмечается в начале 
статьи, причина, которую мы можем контролировать и предотвращать.  

 
 
 


